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Jean Bouchet’s Vie de St. Radegonde made for Charles VIII and his wife Anne of Brittany,
portraying the king of France with the royal arms and royal emblem, the épée enflammée :
a long, lost version here rediscovered. Poitiers, 1496-98.

A spectacular tribute to France
and to Poitiers....
Jean Bouchet, Life of St. Radegund,
including her Office, Mass and Miracles,
and dedicatory poems. Manuscript in
French and Latin illuminated by the
Master of St. Radegund.
Here is described and illuminated how
the young Radegunde, imprisoned
Thuringian princess (518-87), consents
“for the sake of France" to wed the
despotic King Clothaire (d. 561) - even
though she had preferred to lead a pure
life devoted to God.
France, Poitiers, c. 1496-98.
260 x 180, vellum, 66 leaves, with 11 large
miniatures surrounded by full borders.

King Clothaire feasts, while Queen
Radegund feeds the poor.
In stunning, bright colours and with the
royal symbols, the role of the royal
spouse, the saintly first lady, is
highlighted in this newly discovered,
unpublished manuscript.

Radegund endures many years of the
king’s misconduct but continues to serve
France. However, when the brutal king
kills her younger brother, she flees the
court and enters a convent.
The king makes chase, yet with
Radegund hiding in a field with fast
growing oats, this miracle prevents him
from finding her – while the farmer (in
the foreground) honestly explains that
he has not seen the queen since he
sowed his fields.

In the foreground, Queen Radegund
and her maidens are received by the
bishop. In the background, Queen
Radegund is ordained as a nun.
Nevertheless,
the
illuminator
continues to identify her with the
royal crown and fleur-de-lis.
A total of 11 large, sparkling
miniatures accompany these texts,
written and painted in Poitiers, c.
1496-98.

Praying to Radegund for help could
create miracles. Here, a ship is wrecked
by a storm and approaches some rocks,
while the mast is broken and the sail
torn. Her chaplain and others aboard
the ship are thus saved.
The manuscript’s text comprises the
stories of numerous miracles as well as
poems, likely written by a citizen of
Poitiers in dedication to (and promotion
of) the city’s patron saint.

In the convent, Radegund continued her
devotion to the sick and poor. The
important relics she received – still
preserved today - attracted many pilgrims
to Poitiers, royal city and center of
Radegund‘s cult. After her death, miracles
continued to occur at her tomb. The most
recent in this text dates to August 1496.
The present text may be an earlier work
that Jean Bouchet had made for Charles
VIII as he wrote in a later version, which
was printed in 1517.

Poems in French are devoted to the
“prince regnant” and to the city of
Poitiers (“Poitiers, Poitiers, cite
royale”, f. 54). The text, a gift to the
king, was made by his request (“vostre
command”, f. 54v). In this personal
document, the poet also expresses the
wish that the queen may give birth to
a “beau dauphin”.

Charles
VIII,
however,
died
unexpectedly on 7 April 1498 without
a direct heir. The single arms of
Brittany added to the final miniature
suggest that the widowed Anne,
duchess of Brittany, took the
manuscript with her to Brittany when
she left the court.

Illuminated by a Poitevin miniaturist, dubbed the
Master of St. Radegund, this may be the earlier but
never found text written by Jean Bouchet as a
young man. All of the above emphasizes the unique
importance of this royal patrimony.

Radegund’s handwritten Life, a gift to the King Charles VIII of France, does not mention an author.
However, in the introduction to his book on the saintly queen printed in 1517, Jean Bouchet (14761557), procureur of Poitiers, claims that Charles VIII had earlier invited him to translate a Vita of St.
Radegund in French. As he found that text inadequate – “because of my young age and inexperience” (f.
aar) he does not want to leave his earlier work uncorrected. The printed Histoire et cronique de Clotaire
... et sa tres illustre epouse madame saincte Radegund is dedicated to Anne de Bretagne’s oldest
daughter from her second marriage, Queen Claude of France (r. 1515; digitized version on Gallica).

This unusual and beautiful Book of
Hours was made for or commissioned by
Louis XII, King of France (1462-1515)
as indicated by his golden monogram at
the top border of the magnificent
miniature shown here.
Louis was, like his famous father
Charles of Orléans, a great bibliophile
who preferred manuscripts to printed
volumes in his exquisite Blois library.
This prayerbook includes an unusual
set of illustrations and demonstrates
collaborative work between two artists.
Lavishly illuminated Book of Hours, use of
Rennes, manuscript on vellum, in Latin and
French, by an illuminator of the Jean Pichore
workshop and another artist. France, Paris, c.
1500-1515. 198 x 132 mm. 143 of 144 leaves,
30 miniatures.

Fifteen full-page compositions in
pristine condition mark the beginnings
of the most important texts in these
Hours. They all appear on rectos and
are set in differently decorated frames,
painted in brown and liquid gold. In the
first twelve arrangements, focal scenes
are placed in arch-framed grounds.

There are two artists at work in this
manuscript. Hand A likely painted the
gorgeous architectural frames and
possibly accomplished all the drawings
that lie underneath the illuminations.
In several miniatures, he was assisted
by a member of the Pichore-workshop.

The Baptism of Christ shows an
impressive representation of Christ’s
half-naked body (f. 32). With delicate
outlines, the artist defines his silhouette
and muscles. Conspicuously, he depicts
Christ’s feet under water. His central
interest focuses on Christ’s humanity.
Background scenery and architecture
seemed of less importance. Below: Mary
Magdalene dries Christ’s feet with her
hair. Right: Christ is tempted by the
devil.

This illuminator prefers a restrained
pallet of different shades of grey, brown,
and green, yet applies multiple gold
hatchings to accentuate the edges and
folds of garments. His skies are
luminous
bright
blue,
and
the
conspicuous yellow used to typify Judas’
evil and deceitful character spring to
the eye. His faces bear strong, angular
features with short foreheads, straight
eyebrows, and dark round pupils.

In a number of miniatures Hand A and
Hand B closely collaborated. The three
last miniatures and all smaller images
are in the Pichore-style of Artist B, the
best hand of the two.
Here, the frames are simplified: all
ornamental allusions to the gothic
tradition are omitted in favour of
unpretentious rectangular outlines –
which are less elaborate and perhaps
thus ordered for the end of the book.

Last Judgement, flanked by: (at right)
the souls of the blessed received by Sts.
Michael and Peter while (at bottom) the
souls of the damned go down to hell.

The second artist comes from the
workshop
led
by
the
Parisian
illuminator and publisher Jean Pichore
(active c. 1502-1521), who carried out
prestigious assignments for King Louis
XII, Anne of Brittany, Georges
d’Amboise, cardinal and archbishop of
Rouen, and other members of the Royal
Court.
Jean Pichore and his well instructed
collaborators
executed
some
outstanding and famous manuscripts
for Louis XII and seems to have been
one of the king’s favourite artists.

The prayer of Pope St. Gregory the
Great (f. 111) is – as usual –
portrayed by the saint’s Vision of
Christ during Mass. In the outer
margin St. Francis receives his
stigmata. Below, St. Eustace is
kneeling before vision of Christ
between the antlers of a stag, and
Eustace’s two sons eaten by a lion
and by a bear. This iconography is
quite rare and may refer to the
intended patron of the book.

Glorification of the Virgin Mary
surrounded by saints in heaven, all
male but one. Among these is St. Louis,
the crowned king. He is flanked by St.
Thomas, with his attribute, the
builder’s square. But who is the saint so
prominently displayed on the other
side?
Lavishly illuminated Book of Hours, use of
Rennes, manuscript on vellum, in Latin and
French, by an illuminator of the Jean Pichore
workshop and another artist. France, Paris, c.
1500-1515. 198 x 132 mm. 143 of 144 leaves,
30 miniatures.

Complaintes de la Foy. France, Lyon,
Master of the Entry of François I, c.
1504-1506. Illuminated manuscript, 16
ff., vellum, 1 large miniature.
The two poems in this manuscript –
lamentations by the personification of
Faith – are written in the style of the
French Rethoriquers. The identification
of the author who calls himself ‘Nachier’
is still a mystery.
Possibly he or she belonged to the
intellectuals
of
Lyon,
thriving
Renaissance city from where the French
kings launched their Italian campaigns.

Complaintes de la Foy. France, Lyon,
Master of the Entry of François I, c.
1504-1506. Illuminated manuscript, 16
ff., vellum, 1 large miniature.
In these poems Faith calls for the
leadership of the French king,
presumably Louis XII, who is depicted
on his horse, caparisoned with fleur-delis.

Complaintes de la Foy. France,
Lyon, Master of the Entry of
François
I,
c.
1504-1506.
Illuminated manuscript, 16 ff.,
vellum, 1 large miniature.
The illuminator was active in
Lyon. This is the only known,
unique copy of these texts, which
were possibly offered to King
Louis XII (r. 1498-1515).
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